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It´s possible share the users database with...
Posted by helmuntdavid - 2012/06/26 21:41
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

Thank you very much for your latest help. 

This thread is about of templates multisites. I need to create five slave sites with the same users
database and some extensions of the master site. I created one slave site and share in this some
extensions from the master site and I create the look and feel of the template that I need, but not share
the users.  

How can I do for to get that the instance that I create right now shared the same users of the master
sites if the first slave don´t have it?. 

Tnakyou very much.

============================================================================

Re: It´s possible share the users database with...
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/06/27 17:37
_____________________________________

Share the users between the website is something presented in the tutorial video 16. 
http://www.jms2win.com/en/tutorial#jms12x-16 

In the video 16, we show how to share the users between the slave 1 and its children sites. 
In general, we do not recommend to share the users with the master website because we consider the
master website as a repository or a library where all the extension are installed and without any content
(empty). 

If you want to share the users with the master, you need to create a JMS template rule where you define
that you want to copy the "master" website and select in the "sharing" tabs that you want to share the
users. 

So the difference with video 16 is that you have to select the "master DB" website instead of the "slave
1" website in the JMS Template rule. 

Template site = "master DB" 
New DB prefix = {site_id}_ 

Sharing tabs / select the share the joomla users.

============================================================================

Re:It´s possible share the users database with...
Posted by helmuntdavid - 2012/06/27 18:31
_____________________________________
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Hi Edwin, thank you very much for your reply. 

I need to create six sites from the first slave site, but the question is whether these new sites may remain
the same template but share with the master site users. 

SLAVE1, is the first slave site created with the same master site template. At this site we have installed
some extensions from the master site and also has been modified template. This site does not share
users with the master sites. 

Therefore, we need that new sites slaves (SLAVE1a, SLAVE1b, etc) remain the same template
(SLAVE1) but share users with the master site. 

As we can do without having to parameterize modules and template again in the new slave sites
(SLAVE1a, SLAVE1b, etc)? 

Regards

============================================================================

Re:It´s possible share the users database with...
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/07/02 10:27
_____________________________________

To share the users with the master, you need to replicate the master. 

What you can do is create a JMS template rule that specify that you copy the /templates directory from
the /slave1/templates directory. But this will not share this /templates directory but will create a copy. 

If you want to have a symbolic link created on the slave 1 /templates directory rather than a copy, the
trick would be to install JMS on the slave 1 and create the slave 1A from this website. So you could
replicate the master from the slave 1 and also declare that JMS templates rule use the action =
"specicial copy" for the /templates. This will replicate the master website and also create a symbolic link
on the slave 1 (the site from which you create the website). 

Once you will have created a website with the user sharing and the symbolic link that you want, you
could use this website as new template to build other one.
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